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The Plight of the Dark Light 

  

12-Jan-09  

Dear sir/madam, 
  
I am sorry that you refuse to awaken to the sound of the Lord’s trumpet. 
  
You wrote the following: 

"Then if any man shall say unto you, Lo, here is Christ, or there; believe it not. For there shall arise 
false Christs, and false prophets, and shall shew great signs and wonders; insomuch that, if it were 
possible, they shall deceive the very elect. Behold, I have told you before. Wherefore if they shall say 
unto you, Behold, he is in the desert; go not forth: behold, he is in the secret chambers; believe it not."-
-Matthew 24:23-26 
       "The LORD's voice crieth unto the city, and the man of wisdom shall see thy name: hear ye the 
rod, and who hath appointed it."--Micah 6:9 
        The Publishersupa7.org“— Your, Jan 11, 2009, 9:52 AM, EST E-mail 

The issues that you have raised in response to the MSC’s invitation to study have been 
resoundingly trampled by Scripture and SOP in the past.  The MSC has thoroughly answered 
them all beyond any further controversy.   Anyone wishing to examine  my work merely need to 
request copies.  Therefore your anonymous, E-mail reply is presented out of that context.  To 
summarize my work regarding your issues, I can only say to you that the MSC has been the first 
to ever define the identity of the “wise and foolish virgins”, and that revelation uncovers the self-
imposed limits of your narrow thought processes.  It explains why you cannot receive the Christ-
validated, Rod-affirmed insight which accompanies my ministry.  Thus unless the Lord gives 
you some last moment reprieve because you have softened your heart, you can never have the 
peace and the “Rock” that pseudo saints of your ilk have incongruously demand to be removed 
from their reach.  The storm winds are even now blowing; unfortunately for you this is the 
beginning of your fall as it begins to beat upon you sand-erected, Rod-perverted house of tensile 
—see 2TG 37, p. 13, 14   
     Furthermore, Sir/Madam, if you insist on pursuing you salvation as a Christ-defined “fool”, 
then this Kingdom work is not for you.  Since you have denied to yourself the opportunity to 
examine evidence, then you must prepare yourself for the extreme trauma which you have 
elected to receive, the hysterical, heart-wrenching weeping and gnashing of teeth that all of the  
unwise and Adventist “fools” must experience.  There was a time when sadness filled my heart 
as I saw the plight of the ignorant in Davidia such as you.  As He did with Noah, Moses, Elijah 
and many others, the Lord has removed this compassion from my heart as He has uncovered to 
me the ugliness of your character as an ill-prepared, Scripture-perverting, Papacy-lauding, 
Luciferian-beaming pretentious saint —the very same people who have historically persecuted 
the saints because such saints dashed their zone of false security.   
     If true conversion is not in your immediate future, then may your path endow you with some 
semblance of temporary relief as you meet your god, your dark prince who has deceived you 
with the same trick which has entangled all of histories rebels.  Since you have decided to stake 
your destiny and to station your fate at the tomb stone of yesterday’s prophets, then I have no 
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real words to prepare you for your destiny as you inherit your corrupted, 100-year, 2nd-
resurrection endowed temporary life. 
  
Sincerely 
  
Derek.   
  


